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Season 1, Episode 5
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There's No Crying in Murder



Beth Ann's budding friendship with April leaves her feeling conflicted, just as she is beginning to win back Rob's attention. Simone and Tommy get stuck in a precarious situation, leaving Simone to call on an unexpected source - Karl - for help. With Taylor out of town, Eli and Jade's relationship enters new territory when she helps him with his script.
Quest roles:
Katie Finneran(Naomi Harte), Leo Howard(Tommy Harte), Alicia Coppola(Sheila Mosconi), Kevin Daniels(Lamar), Saidah Arrika Ekulona(Taylor's Sister), Christina Anthony(Taylor's Sister), Christine Estabrook(Joyce Dubner), Ken Garito(Police Officer)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
12 September 2019, 03:00
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